A VARIETY OF PROBLEMATIQUES
John N. Warfield-January, 2009
A history of the problematique (a graphic structural model) appears in a report1 and in a
condensation of the report. The problematique (as well as numerous other structural
models) is produced using the Nominal Group Technique and the Interpretive Structural
Modeling Process, which both became available in the early 1970s2. Participants always
generate a problem set and, sometimes, they place the problems into a set of categories,
discovered by comparing problems to see whether they belong together.
The problematique contains boxes in which the problem statements appear. (For good
practice, at least eight words are normally desirable to articulate a problem. This discovery
is described in the doctoral dissertation of Janet Fertig published at the University of
Virginia in 1980). Each arrow on the graphic represents the same relationship:
“significantly aggravates”. When a path can be traced along one or more arrows pointing
in the same direction (left to right), the problem at the left significantly aggravates the
problem on the right. Many boxes may contain just one problem. But usually some boxes
contain more than one problem. These can be detected by the presence of bullets in the
box, one bullet per problem. A set of mutually-related problems appearing in such a box
is called a “cycle”. Well over 90% of the problematiques discovered to date contain
one or more cycles. Problems in a cycle significantly aggravate one another.
An abstract description of the concept of a problematique is inadequate to illustrate its
learning values about a situation involving significant complexity (which is where it is
intended to be used). This Appendix illustrates the broad utility of the problematique in
describing and helping to diagnose a variety of problematic situations involving complexity,
showing how the variety of topics and organizational locations adds credibility to the utility
of the problematique as a “structural hypothesis”.
The author expresses his gratitude to those practitioners of Interactive Management3 (a
well-defined process that is used to resolve complexity) for providing material used in this
1

J. N. W arfield (1996), “The Problem atique: Evolution of an Idea”, Fairfax, VA: George Mason University,
IASIS (a report) and J. N. W arfield and G. H. Perino (1999), “The Problem atique: Evolution of an Idea”,
Systems Research and Behavioral Science 16, 221-226. (Highly condensed version of the report with the
sam e nam e.)
2

A. L. Delbecq, A. H. Van de Ven, and D. H. Gustafson (1975), Group Techniques for Program Planning,
Glenview, IL: Scott, Foresm an and Com pany presents the Nom inal Group Technique (NGT); and J. N.
W arfield (1976), Societal System s: Planning, Policy, and Com plexity, New York:, W iley, described the
Interpretive Structural Modeling (ISM) Process. Both processes were described earlier in less detail.
3

J. N. Warfield and A. R. Cárdenas (1994), A Handbook of Interactive Managem ent (2 nd Ed.),
Am es, IA: The Iowa State University Press. (Out of print, available from Books on Dem and, Ann Arbor, MI.)
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document. Their help was essential in producing this document.
Interpreting a Problematique
A problematique is a graphical portrayal, constructed to rigorous specifications, of a
particular aspect of complexity which arises in a problematic situation. Problematiques are
of two types, defined as follows:
! Type 1: How some members of a set of problems that arises in a problematic
situation aggravate (make worse) other members of the same set of
problems
! Type 2: How problem categories found from the set of problems that arise in
a problematic situation aggravate (make worse) other problem categories
found from the same set of problems, because of interactions among the
problems that lie in those categories
Purposes of the Anthology. This small anthology is intended to illustrate the following
notions related to problematique(s):


The variety of application domains.
To support this, a collection of
problematiques originating in a variety of areas and locations shows the wide
domain of applicability of problematiques.



The validity of the idea that a problematic situation can be characterized to a
considerable extent by one or two problematiques.



The value added through interpretation of problematique.



The combined use of Type 1 and Type 2 problematiques to enhance the value
added through interpretation.



The frequent occurrence of cycles (i.e., groups of problems and/or problem
categories that are mutually aggravative of each other) in problematiques, and the
significance of this feature.



The computations of numerical results (i.e., the algorithms for diagnosis) based
mostly upon the problematique, and the interpretations that can be drawn from
these results

In addition to the foregoing, it is intended to comment about the ineffectiveness of
ordinary practice, and the critical need for upgrading practice involving the study of
problematic situations involving complexity; as can be clearly seen from the study of
problematiques and the accompanying interpretations.
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Group Abduction Produces Structural Hypotheses
Called Problematiques
The Modes of Reasoning. In his study of how belief is fixed, Charles S. Peirce4
presented a careful description of why the scientific method is the best available method
for fixing belief. It was his view that all learning occurs through inference. He described
three types of inference: deduction, induction, and abduction. One presumes that the
first two of these are well-known, but perhaps the third is not. It will be helpful, in
understanding the third, abduction, to review deduction and induction.
Deduction has been called “necessary inference”. That is to say, in formal logic
deductive reasoning starts from a base of assumptions. Beginning with that base, taken
as context as inviolable, a variety of inferences follow, following the application of principles
of formal logic; principles initiated by Aristotle, and enhanced by such scholars as De
Morgan, Boole, C. S. Peirce, and Harary. Benjamin Peirce (father of Charles) and his
son Charles, defined mathematics as “the science of necessary conclusions”; i.e., a
branch of mathematics begins with certain assumptions, from which all the rest of the
results of that branch flow. Thus deductive reasoning is expansive.
Induction. (The explanation given here applies to induction as typically applied in
the physical and social sciences, rather than as in “mathematical induction”.) Inductive
reasoning also begins with a given base, but the base expresses the uncertainty and, for
that reason, is normally called a hypothesis. Beginning with that hypothesis, a large
amount of experimentation is carried out, with the results being analyzed. The large
amount of empirical data or evidence gradually is winnowed down by analysis until a result
is reached. Normally the result will be much less voluminous than the amount of data or
evidence that is accumulated to produce the final outcome. Thus inductive reasoning
in science is usually contractive.
Both deduction and induction typically can be applied to produce what is called
scientific knowledge. With deduction, it is often appropriate to associate phenomena
from nature or from thought with the basic assumptions of a branch of mathematics,
whereupon all of the deductive power in the mathematics can then be applied to a
pragmatic purpose. Unfortunately, it is sometimes true that investigators do not bother to
relate to the basic assumptions, but instead merely draw on the consequences of those
basic assumptions by associating phenomena from nature or from thought with the
intermediate outcomes of the deductive reasoning, even though careful study would reveal
that the area studied is not appropriately describable by the basic assumptions, so that the
results are indefensible.
4

Reference to Charles S. Peirce reflects the growing understanding that he provided the world’s best
conceptualization of what constitutes science. His father, Benjamin Peirce, an outstanding m athem atician,
educated his son in m athem atics and philosophy, and inspired his son to do great things.
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Abduction. Charles S. Peirce approached science from many perspectives. One
of those perspectives was that of an experimenter or validator of beliefs imagined initially
without appropriate evidence. Because the inductive mode of reasoning typically begins
with an assumption called a hypothesis, Peirce felt that the methods of deductive and
inductive reasoning could not be used to explain the production of a hypothesis, so he
decided to use the term “abduction” to represent the unknown process whereby a
hypothesis is generated. Although no process was described for producing a hypothesis,
certain general ideas can be set forth. When a hypothesis is produced, its producer must
know something about the area to which the hypothesis applies. It is well-established that
people who are not normally regarded as experts in an area can often create hypotheses
that may be novel and relevant to an area. At the same time, one must acknowledge that
experts in an area can often produce inventions in that area as our established research
laboratories have repeatedly demonstrated.
In any case, there is something fundamentally different about the generation of a
hypothesis. Virtually all of the literature discussions of scientific research appear to reflect
an assumption that a single hypothesis is produced by one creative mind, even though that
mind might have had some help in formulating it, and that help might have developed
cumulatively through time. In the domain of complexity, it has been shown that this
assumption is not viable.
Complexity and Hypotheses. Research results from the study of complexity have
demonstrated the existence of a phenomenon called “Spreadthink.” This refers to the fact
that in any problematic situation involving complexity, no matter what the subject or what
the issue area, each individual’s views about what is important in the situation will differ
significantly from the views of every other individual. For that reason, production of a
hypothesis by a single individual is not likely to be high in quality. Evidence is available
even to show that a single hypothesis (being related to the idea of a single cause) is almost
always inappropriate. Instead, one may suppose that if the ideas of the various individuals
who are knowledgeable could somehow be pooled and interrelated while, at the same
time, using dialog among the knowledgeable persons as a way to refine each one’s ideas;
and if these ideas could be interrelated, it might be possible to produce what could be
called a structural hypothesis. In fact, it has been demonstrated repeatedly that such
a process produces consensus on excellent hypotheses in diverse situations.
Group Abduction: The Problematique as a Structural Hypothesis. As observers of
the processes involved in developing problematiques have said, one cannot take the
problematique as being a scientifically-established representation, because the ideas
which it embodies have not been tested in practice. Yet, it represents conjectural
information from well-informed people, that has been produced in such a way that it
embodies consistent logic and majority opinion on each of the relationships that it portrays.
It is clearly better than rank speculation. What is it then? It seems very reasonable to call
it a structural hypothesis, and to assert that the process which produced it could
appropriately be called “group abduction”. Since that process is very well defined, having
been applied hundreds of times, it can be said that the concept of reducing abduction to
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a formal process can now be viewed as having been carried out.
Preview of What Follows
Exploration of the foregoing ideas will be carried out in this sequence:
i
i
i
i
i

An overview of the problematiques chosen for study
Diagnostic procedures for Public Policy Research
Diagnostic procedures for a Ford Motor Company Project
Diagnostic procedures for a U.S. Department of Defense Project
A brief discussion of each of the remaining problematiques, accompanied by the
drawing of the problematique being described

Following these presentations, a commentary on the deficiencies in current practice for the
study of problematic situations involving complexity will be given. Then recommendations
for upgrading current practice will complete this document.
Origins of the Chosen Problematiques
There probably exist in various locations, at least 700 problematiques, emanating from
work that began over two decades ago. The number available to me is approximately 60.
Problematiques are developed in many places through efforts of many leaders who use
what was named Interactive Management in 1982 (though some elect to use a businessoriented name for it) and what is now properly described either as The Work Program of
Complexity (WPOC) or as Augmented Interactive Management (AIM). There is no
systematic collection site where problematiques are aggregated. Those chosen for
inclusion here are mostly available through the courtesy of the leaders in their
development. Many leaders do not share their detailed results with me, probably for
reasons of business security. The primary origins of problematiques for use in this
document are:
! The School of Public Policy (SPP) at George Mason University, Fairfax, Virginia5.
The subject studied was the problematic situation faced by any doctoral student in SPP
(then called the Institute of Public Policy, TIPP) in search of a dissertation topic, carrying
out the research, documenting the results and (in some instances) implementing the
results. The problematiques grew out of a short course offered by the author to students
in TIPP, whose contributions are the basis for the problematiques.
! Policy Research (Type 1)

5

The TIPP problem atiques will be used to illustrate (a) the com putation of a Type 2 problem atique, based
upon the Type 1 problem atique and the problem categories developed after the problem s were identified and
(b) the placem ent of problem s into action categories, based on structural features, for purposes of guiding
the evolution of the design process aim ed at starting to resolve the com plexity.
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! Policy Research (Type 2)

! The Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Michigan6. Ford has been a significant sponsor
of the work that made possible the continuing development of problematiques and related
science and methodology. Ford supplied example problematiques coming both from inhouse applications and from community service by Ford employees, carried out as part of
their work assignments for Ford. Dr. Scott M. Staley of the Ford Research Laboratory,
and Mr. Roy Smith of Ford’s operations in the United Kingdom, supplied the Type 1
problematiques shown here. The author computed the Type 2 problematique from the
Type 1 and the categories of problems discovered by Ford engineers.
!
!
!
!
!

The Analytical Power Train (Type 1)
The Analytical Power Train (Type 2)
The Redem ptorists (Type 1)
Manual Transm ission Direct Engineering Gear Design Project (Type 1)
Help Desk Redesign (Type 1)

! The U. S. Department of Defense, Virginia7. Numerous problematiques have been
developed by program managers in the U. S. Department of Defense. The Defense
Systems Management College [DSMC, now converted into an acquisition university] (Dr.
Henry C. Alberts, leader in the work, who provided one of the problematiques shown here)
sponsored significant amounts of effort that made possible the continuing development of
problematiques and related science and methodology.
! Critical Factors Related to Air-to-Air and ASW Sm art Munitions (Type 1)
! Joint Operations Planning and Execution Strategy (Type 1)
! Joint Operations Planning and Execution Strategy (Type 2)

! Professor Benjamin Broome, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ (with George
Mason University, Fairfax, Virginia at the time). A long-time colleague of the author,
Professor Broome provided two Type 1 problematiques, and the author computed a Type
2 problematique related to one of the Type 1's.
! Obstacles to Effective Com m unication in Problem -Solving Groups (Type 1)
! Obstacles to Effective Com m unication in Problem -Solving Groups (Type 2)
! Obstacles to Peace-Building in Cyprus (Type 1)

! Instituto Tecnologico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey (ITESM) , Monterrey, Mexico.
6

The Analytical Power Train problem atique will be used to illustrate the com putation of values for
four of the five Indexes of Com plexity. These com putations will be supplem ented by addition of a table of
values for a variety of problem atiques, contained in a publication of Dr. Scott M . Staley of the Ford Motor
Com pany.
7

The Type 1 JOPES Problem atique will be used to illustrate the com putation of values of the Aristotle Index,
telling us how m any consistent syllogism s are contained in that structure.
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ITESM has been a major collaborator in research activities leading up to the current state of the
art in working with problematiques. Ing. Roxana Cárdenas, then Head of the Systems
Engineering Department at the Monterrey (home) campus, and a Director in the Office of the
President of Mexico in Los Pinos at the time of this writing, provided this problematique. She had
provided extensive leadership and teaching in Mexico related to the concepts of this document.
Other major activities originated from the ITESM León campus, continued in the government of the
state of Guanajuato, and, later in the national government, through the efforts of Dr. Carlos Flores
and Ing. Reynaldo Treviño, among others.
! Industrial Developm ent in the State of Nuevo León (Type 1)
! Ms. Carol Jeffrey, The Jeffrey Group, Woodbridge, Virginia. Following her experience with
the application of Interactive Management at the Defense Systems Management College, Ms.
Jeffrey, acting through the Jeffrey Group, carried out work in Liberia and Ghana. Two
problematiques which she provided are:
! Gender Issues in Liberia that Affect Liberian W om en (Type 2)
! Barriers to Disarm am ent and Dem obilization in the Liberian W ar Situation (Type 2)

The participants who developed the latter problematique were warlords and warriors who
had been fighting each other in Liberia for several years.
! The John Deere Company, Waterloo, Iowa. The John Deere example problematique
was supplied by Mr. Steve Landenberger who was with the Company at the time the
problematique was developed, and was a leader in its development along with Dr. Robert
James Waller, a consultant to the Company., and now known around the world as an
author of novels and for a famous movie. (This was one of the first problematiques ever
developed. It helped to resolve a major manufacturing problem for the Company.)
! High Pum p Rejection Rate in Manufacturing (Type 1).

This particular study is described more fully in A Science of Generic Design8. It
furnished motivation to continue to develop the concept.

8

W arfield, J. N., A Science of Generic Design: Managing Com plexity Through Systems
Design, Salinas, CA: Intersystem s, 1990 (two volum e set); Second Edition published as one volum e by
Iowa State University Press, Am es, IA, 1994. This book has recently been translated into chinese by Dr.
Xuefeng Song (Dean of the School of Business at the Chinese University of Mining and Technology) at
Xuchow and his doctoral students. They are engaged in studying m ine safety in the coal m ines in China,
as well as studying com plexity.
Additional inform ation is available in: W arfield, J. N., Societal Systems: Planning, Policy, and
Complexity, New York: W iley Interscience, 1976 [reprinted in paperback--Salinas, CA: Intersystem s,
1989] [Chinese translation published in 1993, directed by Professor Zhang Bihui, Chairm an of the W uhan
Science and Technology Com m ission, and Director of The Adm inistrative Office of W uhan East Lake
High Technology Developm ent Zone; publisher is the Hubei Science and Technology Press, W uhan,
Hubei Province, China]. His collaborator was Dr. Li Da Xu, working out of W right State University.
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List of Problematiques to be Presented
Figure 1. Problematique for Academic Policy Research . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Type 1)
Figure 2. Typical Participant Importance Voting Patterns with NGT (Spreadthink)
Figure 3. Problematique for Academic Policy Research . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Type 2)
Figure 4. Problematique for Ford Analytical Power Train . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Type 1)
Figure 5. Problematique for Ford Analytical Power Train . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Type 2)
Figure 6. Problematique for Joint Operations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Type 1)
Figure 7. Problematique for Joint Operations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Type 2)
Figure 8. Problematique for Problem-Solving Groups . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Type 1)
Figure 9. Problematique for Problem-Solving Groups . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Type 2)
Figure 10. Problematique for Peace-Building in Cyprus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Type 1)
Figure 11. Problematique for Nuevo Leon Industrial Development . . . . . . . . . (Type 1)
Figure 12. Problematique for Gender Issues in Liberia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Type 2)
Figure 13. Problematique for Disarmament and Demobilization . . . . . . . . . . . (Type 2)
Figure 14. Problematique for Deere Pump Manufacturing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Type 1)
Figure 15. Problematique for The British Redemptorists . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Type 1)
Figure 16. Problematique for British Ford Help Desk Redesign . . . . . . . . . . . . (Type 1)
Figure 17. Problematique for Manual Transmission Gear Design . . . . . . . . . . (Type 1)
Figure 18. Problematique for Smart Munitions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Type 1)
Problematiques from The School of Public Policy at George Mason University
The subject studied was the problematic situation faced by any doctoral student in the
School of Public Policy (SPP, previously an institute, TIPP) in search of a dissertation topic,
carrying out the research, documenting the results and (in some instances) implementing
the results. The problematiques grew out of a short course offered by the author to
students in SPP, whose contributions are the basis for the problematiques.
Faculty members in SPP noted the difficulties faced by many doctoral students, especially
in documenting their dissertation work. While some of the difficulties may be unique to
particular students, many of them could be shared by all of the doctoral students. To
explore this possibility, and to look for remedies, a one-week short course was offered by
the author (with assistance from Dr. Scott M. Staley and Ing. Roxana Cárdenas). The
Type 1 Problematique was developed by the participants who were all doctoral students.
The Type 2 Problematique was developed later by the author as follows: (a) Sort the
problems on the Type 1 Problematique into categories (four were found); (b) note the
category names (abbreviated to save space) on the Type 1 Problematique; and (c) from
the relationships shown there, compute the Type 2 Problematique. The Type 1
Problematique appears next. In a letter dated January 14, 1995, the author described the
analysis used to the participants and faculty of SPP. The letter which follows analyzes the
Type 1 Problematique. Following that analysis, the Type 2 Problematique is presented and
analyzed.
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Figure 1. Problematique for Policy Research Developed by Graduate Students in January, 1995, Short Course, The Institute of Public Policy, George Mason University
[What unstated problems do you suppose might lie to the left of the leftmost boxes?]

Interpretation of Problematique
People who took part in the afternoon sessions of the subject course knew they were
involved in developing a problematique connected with the subject of the course, and
especially with policy research. The problematique was to be developed from the point of
view of the Ph. D. student researcher.
It is typical that at the conclusion of an Interactive Management session, some staff person
develops an interpretation of the outcomes. While the session was only about half as long
as a typical session, and was somewhat short on IM staff, the group was effective in
developing a problematique. (Normally the problematique would incorporate more
elements.)
When an interpretation is done by a staff person, that person arbitrarily makes the
assumption that everything on the problematique is correct. Whether this assumption
is valid or not is irrelevant to the staff person, for purposes of presenting the interpretation.
The interpretation that is carried out has three purposes:
(1) Conveyance of Essence. To convey to the participant what the problematique
appears to say (i.e., to try to capture the essence of this non-linear structure in a linear
prose presentation, taking advantage of the availability of the non-linear structure to help
with the communication).
(2) Checking for Logic Flaws. By achieving (1), to help the participants review the
problematique to see whether there appear to be any significant logic flaws in it.
(3) Constructing Hypotheses. To construct some hypotheses by identifying some
problems that appear to fit one or more of the categories presented there.
It is assumed that this interpretation will be an interim document, from which the
participants will later construct their own interpretations. The latter will normally add
considerable explanatory material beyond what is given in this interpretation.
Interpretation of Problematique for Policy Research
Refer to the Problematique (Type 1) shown in Figure 1.
1. Directional Aspects. Any problem A whose box lies to the left of another problem B,
and for which there is a path following arrows from A to B, carries this signification:
Problem A aggravates Problem B.
2. Numerical Values. A Situational Complexity Index has been defined, as
SCI = (1/350) NVK.
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In your workshop, these numbers were: N = 59, V = 33, and K = 77.
This gives the value of
SCI = 428
which is well above the value of 100 set forth as sufficient to ensure that the situation
is complex. You can see also that if more of the selected elements were included, K
would doubtless become significantly larger, as would SCI.
3. Organization by Stages. Your problematique is organized by stages. Table 1 lists
the elements in each stage.
TABLE 1.
ORGANIZATION OF A TYPE 1 PROBLEM ATIQUE BY STAGES

Stage Identification

Problems Lying in the Stage

Stage 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (L, Left)

7, 18, 25, 26

Stage 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (L, Left)

19

Stage 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (C, Center)

11, 48

Stage 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (C, Center)

5, 10, 52

Stage 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (C, Center)

12

Stage 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (R, Right)

9, 21, 28

Stage 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (R, Right)

4, 43

This interpretation does not attach significance to the stages, per se, but rather uses the
stages to help point you to where the problems lie in the structure, in interpreting the
problematique.
Table 2 identifies problems as lying in certain categories (see page 22 of the white paper).
Table 3 shows the individual participant NGT voting records, indicating how each
participant ranked the five most important problems. These data are used to arrive at the
values shown on the Problematique, and elsewhere in this document.
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TABLE 2. INTERPRETATION OF PROBLEMATIQUE VIA PROBLEM TYPES
TYPE

GENERAL INTERPRETATION

SPECIFIC INTERPRETATION

1
CRITICAL
L(eft)

This problem type has high influence,
aggravates many other problems, and is
rated as among the most important by the
group. Conclusion: Consequently it
deserves immediate, high-priority attention.

The cycle consisting of P7 and P25 in
Stage 1 fits this description.

2
UNDERRATED
L

This problem type has high influence,
aggravates many other problems, and was
not recognized as among the most
important by the group. Hypothesis: This
problem deserves immediate, high-priority
attention. The group should reevaluate the
importance in the light of interactions.

Problem P26 seems to be underrated,
and deserves immediate, high-priority
attention. Its importance should be
reevaluated.

3
OVERRATED
C(entral), R(ight)

This problem type received a high NGT
weighting score and a high activity score,
but it received a low or negative influence
score. Because it does not aggravate many
other problems it is probably not as
important for the moment at least, as
several group members imagined.
Hypothesis: Action on this problem should
very likely be deferred until some later time.

Problems P12 and P28 seem to be
overrated. Action on these problems
should probably be deferred in favor of
other problems that are more pressing.

4
CYCLIC
L,C,R

Problems in cycles aggravate each other.
Hypothesis: Problems in cycles should be
acted on collectively, and this should be
recognized in team assignments.

The Hypothesis should be tested for this
two-problem cycle: {P 7, P 25}. However
this cycle has already been flagged in Type
1 above.

5
HIGH ACTIVITY
C

Problems of this type are both aggravated
by other problems and aggravative to other
problems, even though their influence may
not be high. Hypothesis: The interactions
involving these problems should be studied
in detail, and recognized in choosing
personnel for task forces

Problems P5, P11, P12,and P19 appear to
fit this category. From this subset,
Problems P12 has already been flagged as
Type 3.

6
HIGHWEIGHTED
PROBLEMS
L, C, R

This type of problem was thought to be quite
important in the NGT voting, but this voting
has been shown to be unreliable. (This
category overlaps with, but is not the same
as category 3.)
Hypothesis: Interactions involving these
problems should be studied carefully and
their importance should be reevaluated in
the light of the interactions.

The Hypothesis should be tested for these
problems: Problems P5, P7, P11, P12,
and P25. However all five of these have
already been flagged.
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TABLE 3 INDIVIDUAL CLASS VOTING RECORDS
VOTER

RANK 1

RANK 2

RANK 3

RANK 4

RANK 5

A

7

19

39

10

43

B

5

11

26

28

36

C

12

43

16

46

36

D

11

51

54

25

52

E

25

10

49

48

18

F

7

37

18

4

41

G

12

10

21

41

42

H

7

25

10

1

13

I

48

12

28

35

42

J

18

3

52

5

12

K

9

11

26

21

24

L

5

4

21

50

24

M

7

19

39

10

43

4. Conclusions and Hypotheses. Table 4 (next page) summarizes the principal
conclusions and hypotheses stemming from the analysis of the voting data and the
problematique shown in Figure 1.
5. Summary. The interpretations given previously can be stated as follows:
A. The Cycle. The group recognized that the cycle comprised of “inability of a single mind
to deal with complexity” and “inadequate mental models” is the most pressing origin of
difficulties in carrying out high-quality policy research. This cycle of problems P7 and P25
is seen to aggravate significantly the inherent limitations of traditional academic disciplines,
and could account for the limited current status of each discipline.
B. Spreadthink. The group exhibited the predictable signs of Spreadthink in NGT voting,
as Figure 2 indicates.
C. Underrated Problem. The group the possibility that the problem “constantly changing
components in complex issues”, P26, may be underrated. If so, perhaps more emphasis
should be given to longitudinal studies of social change in response to policy change.
[Professor Henry Alberts has collected statistics to show that there is an average time lag
of about 18 months
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TABLE 4. RANKING AND STATUS OF PROBLEM S BASED ON SCORING
RANKING BASED ON TYPE OF SCORE
PROBLEM
NUM BER

INFLUENCE

ACTIVITY

W EIGHTED
VOTING

PROBLEM
STATUS

7,L

1,19

1,14

1,15

Im m ediate, highpriority attention is
warranted

25,L

1,19

1,14

5,11

Im m ediate, highpriority attention is
warranted

18,L

3,15

12,8

7,9

19,L

3,15

3,13

9,8

11,C

5,10

5,11

3,13

26,C

6,9

16,2

12,6

10,C

7,6

7,10

7,9

48,C

8,5

13,6

9,8

5,C

8,5

5,11

4,12

12,C

10,1

4,12

1,15

52,C

11,-2

13,6

15,4

9,R

12,-5

9,9

14,5

21,R

12,-5

9,9

9,8

4,R

14,-8

9,9

12,6

28,R

14,-8

15,5

6,10

43,R

16,-9

7,10

14,5

May be
underrated

May be overrated

May be overrated

L refers to left, C to center, and R to right on the problem atique, as a way of helping point to the position
of the problem on the problem atique. Problem ranks are shown first, then a com m a appears, and then
the score follows.

between the adoption and the esconcement in society of an economic policy change.]
D. Overrated Problems. The group seemed to overrate problems P12 and P28. These
problems may be severe. Based on the problematique, immediate attention to these
problems could be a poor strategy, severity notwithstanding, because these problems,
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especially P12, are significantly aggravated by more fundamental problems. To the extent
that the two problems are seen as important problems (P12 was in a tie with P7 as most
important in the NGT weighted voting), their importance ranking may be a result of their
pressing impact on students, rather than on their vulnerability to immediate, direct action.
The problematique supports the idea that P12 and P28 may be attacked first by attacking
their aggravators. This candidate strategy might not become effective for several years,
but during that period might make these two problems much less troublesome.
E. High-Activity Problems. Problems P5, P11, and P19 have either high activity or high
NGT weights or both. They have not been flagged as Types 1, 2, 3, or 4. Interactions
involving these types should be studied carefully and re-evaluated in the light of their
prominence in interacting with lots of other problems.
Type 2 Problematique.
A Type 2 problematique (one involving categories, rather than problems), was developed
based on the Type 1 problematique shown in Figure 1 and a set of categories chosen for
the problems. The arbitrarily-chosen categories are:
!

A. Fundamental Problems {7, 18, 19, 25}

!

B. Project Definitional Problems {5, 10, 11, 12}

!

C. Research Management Problems {9, 21, 26, 48}

!

D. Implementation of Results Problems {4, 28, 43, 52}

A better way to arrive at the categories would have been to ask the participants to place
the problems in categories, using the understanding gained from the dialog that culminated
in production of the Type 1 problematique. Time precluded this arrangement.
Comparing the categories with the Type 1 problematique, it can be seen that at least one
of the fundamental problems (Category A) aggravates at least one problem in each of the
other three categories. Also there is mutual aggravation among some of the fundamental
problems, indicated in Figure 3 by a feedback path. None of the Project Definitional
Problems (Category B) aggravates any of the Fundamental Problems, but at least one of
them aggravates aggravates at least one problem in the Research Management Category
(Category C) and Implementation of Results Category (Category D). There is internal
feedback among the Project Definitional Problems. At least one of the Research
Management Problems aggravates at least one problem in the Implementation of Results
Category, but none of the Research Management Problems aggravates any of the other
problems in Categories A and B. Finally, none of the problems in the Implementation of
Results Category aggravates any problem in any of the four categories. All of these
results, interpreted from the problematique, may be re-examined for correctness.
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FIGURE 2. PARTICIPANT VOTING PATTERNS

PROBLEMS RECEIVING VOTES

PATTERN FOR VOTER A

PATTERN FOR VOTER B

PATTERN FOR VOTER C

PATTERN FOR VOTER D

PATTERN FOR VOTER E

PATTERN FOR VOTER F

PATTERN FOR VOTER G

PATTERN FOR VOTER H

PATTERN FOR VOTER I

PATTERN FOR VOTER J

PATTERN FOR VOTER K

PATTERN FOR VOTER L

PATTERN FOR VOTER M

TOTAL VOTES FOR PROBLEM

1

3

4

5

7

9

10

11

12

13

16

18

19

21

22

24

25

26

28

35

36

37

39

41

42

43

46

47

48

50

51

52

54

1

1

2

3

4

1

4

3

4

1

1

3

3

3

1

2

3

2

2

1

2

1

2

2

1

3

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

--

--

--

NOTE: As the total votes indicate (match the upper left and lower right portions) no problem received a majority vote, the highest number received by any problem being 4, received by
Problems 7, 10, and 12. (There were 13 people voting.)

Figure 3 tells us that the doctoral students in TIPP (and very likely in all other policy
programs around the world) are handicapped by failure of the higher educational
institutions to resolve the Fundamental Problems which aggravate most of the other
problems. Virtually nothing is being done to correct this, although the Wandwaver Solution
p r o p o s a l wo u l d c o r r e c t t h i s o v e r t i m e , i f i m p l e m e n t e d ( S e e
http://www.gmu.edu/departments/t-iasis).
A few years after the work described here was done, The Institute of Public Policy (TIPP)
at George Mason University was converted into a School of Public Policy. Reference to
TIPP in the foregoing is made in view of the fact that that was the name of the organization
at the time the work reported here was done. Contributions of the students to this work is
greatly appreciated.
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Problematiques from the Ford Motor Company:
The Analytical Power Train
Two Ford Problematiques will be explored next:
! The Analytical Power Train (Type 1)
! The Analytical Power Train (Type 2)
Figure 4 shows the Type 1 Problematique and Figure 5 shows the Type 2 Problematique. These two
illustrate a key difference between Type 1 and Type 2, and also are used to illustrate the computation
of four of the five Indexes of Complexity 9 .
Difference in Cyclic Content. The Type 1 Problematique has only two small cycles. One might
suppose from this that there is little mutual aggravation involved among problems, which is true.
But it would be easy to draw a conclusion from that which would be counterproductive. Note that
the Type 2 Problematique, with eleven categories as members, shows 10 of the categories lying in
a single cycle. What this is telling us is that the problems arising in different parts of the
organization involve significant aggravative feedback through the categories (which often correspond
to specific divisions or departments of the organization). While this may seem to be counterintuitive,
it is derived directly from what the participants said about how problems interact. Here are the
action-oriented messages that arise.
! From the Type 1 Problematique, Problems 33 and 43 (in a cycle) should be worked on by a team
(which could also be working on other problems. Also Problems 7, 12, and 14 (in a cycle) should
be worked on by a team.
! From the Type 2 Problematique, all the work being done to resolve the problematic situation
reflected in the Type 1 Problematique should be watched through careful oversight and review by
a management task force representing all of the problem categories.
As an example to illustrate this last statement, please look at Figure 4. Note that problems in Category C in the first stage (Problems
33 and 43), aggravate Problems 2 and 38 which lie in the third stage, and which are in Category D. So we can see that problems in
Category C aggravate problems in Category D. Now look at the path from Problem 64 to Problem 22 (passing through Problem 46,
Category N). We see that a problem in Category D aggravates a problem in Category C; hence these two Categories are in a cycle
of aggravation. You can discover many other similar instances of the cyclic relationship among Categories by studying Figure 4 in
detail.

9

Four of the five Indexes of Com plexity are well-described in S. M . Staley (1995), “Com plexity Measurem ents
of System s Design”, in Integrated Design and Process Technology (A. Ertas, C. V. Ram am oorthy, M. M.
Tanik, I. I. Esat, F. Veniali, and Taleb-Bendiab, Editors), IDPT-Vol. 1, 153-161. The other, newer, index is
described in connection with the two JOPES Problem atiques to be discussed following the Ford discussion.
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F

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

A
B
C
D
G
H
I
L
M
N

Figure 5 Problematique for Analytical Power Train, Type 2. (Upper-case letters
represent categories on the Type 1 Problematique shown in Figure 4.)
Note that although the Type 1 Problematique has only two small cycles, the Type 2
Problematique reveals that all but one of the categories represented on the Type 1
incorporate problems that are mutually aggravating. This is a powerful indication that
diverse parts of the company must work together to iron out the interactions, and
communicate with one another about the effects of the action sequence as the problem
set is being resolved.
As is customary with problematiques, the arrow should be read as “significantly
aggravates”.
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Problematiques from the U. S. Department of Defense
Joint Operations Planning and Execution Strategy (JOPES)
Figures 6 and 7 show, respectively, problematiques developed for a strategic problematic
situation of the U. S. Department of Defense, Joint Chiefs of Staff. At the end of the “Cold
War”, issues relating to logistics had to be re-thought. Plans relating to one large potential
enemy shifted to plans relating to the possibility of many “brush fires” that could involve the
U. S. Armed Forces. Figure 6 shows a Type 1 Problematique developed to explore
problems relating to the changes. The capital letters shown in the small boxes inside the
larger boxes in Figure 6 relate to the problem categories. Figure 7 shows the Type 2
Problematique computed from the Type 1 Problematique.
Some readers might wonder if it is appropriate to include this kind of information in an
academic document. The simple fact is that while these problematiques represented the
problematic situation at the time the work was done, and while this work was done by a
representative group of staff from the Joint Chiefs and related organizations; the situation
changes so rapidly that whatever was done at the time of this work almost certainly no
longer reflects what is happening at the time you read this. This does not mean that the
work exhibited was of little value. On the contrary, if things have not changed since that
time, it could be a sign that the work was ineffective in bringing about learning; because
the product did not reflect the actual state of affairs. To make this kind of document
effective, credible, and valuable, it is necessary to show a variety of cases, obtained with
a variety of organizations. (Similar remarks will apply to another Department of Defense
Problematique, shown later in this document. In that instance, the information was freely
distributed by the Pentagon.)
Problematique Type 2 shows something that is highly unusual. The category “Resources
Problems”, often thought to be a major limitation, does not significantly aggravate any of
the other categories. Instead, the category that significantly aggravates all the others is
“Problems of Adapting to Change”
Following the presentation of the two problematiques, there appears an analysis aimed at
showing another Index of Complexity: The Aristotle Index. This Index shows how many
mutually consistent, linked syllogisms appear on the Type 1 Problematique. Scholars of
formal logic may realize how dramatically the appearance on one page of so many linked
syllogisms reflects a major enhancement of ability to apply formal logic in situations where
pragmatic utility is vital. This is notable in light of the fact that the syllogism was studied
by scholars for centuries, yet they seemingly have never coped with issues related to linked
syllogisms!!!!
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# The Aristotle Index for the JOPES Problematique.
The number of syllogisms contained in Figure 6 can be found by counting the number
originating from each element or cycle, and then finding the total. Let the notation {X;Y}
be used as follows: X is the originating element or cycle, and Y is the number of syllogisms
beginning from X. Then we have the following data: {13;0}, {15;0}, {18;0}, {23;0}, {31;0},
{40;0}, {49;0}, {52;0},{1;1}, {5;1}, {28;1}, {29;4}, {27,59;6}, {19;20}, {33;24}, {2,7;26}, {9;27},
{30;40}, {8;50}, {4,64;124}. Hence the total number of syllogisms in Figure D-6 is:
0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 4 + 6 + 20 + 24 + 26 + 27 + 40 + 50 + 124 =
324.
What this means is that there are 324 syllogisms embedded in the JOPES
Problematique. Every one of them is of the form:
If
and
then

ARB
B R C,
A R C.

Needless to say, the prospects for any single human being or any group, acting without
computer assistance, to produce 324 intertwined syllogisms, are very poor. Still, the
computer is able not only to assist the group to produce such a structure, but it is also able
to ensure the consistency of the logic, through the application of the relevant Boolean
matrix equations.
It is also true that there is no assurance that the 324 syllogisms are all valid, because the
validity of each depends upon the validity of the first two contained propositions. If the first
two propositions are correct, then necessarily the final one is correct, assuming that the
relationship is transitive.
#

Structural Hypothesis and Individual Component Hypotheses.

Because the integrity of the structure depends on the validity of the first two propositions
in every one of the 324 syllogisms, it is best to think of the structure as a structural
hypothesis, from which many individual component hypotheses can be constructed.
Wherever there is uncertainty about any matter in the structure, all of the power of scientific
inquiry can be brought to bear upon that matter, using whatever methodology is deemed
appropriate (statistics, differential equation models, questionnaires, etc.); and wherever
there is strong belief in already-explored ideas, no further investigation may be required.
When further investigation is required, one may suppose that it will be very valuable to the
inquirer, in formulating an inquiry strategy, to see any uncertainties embedded in the tight
logical context of the problematique; since this will help in formulating any inquiry that may
be needed to give more credibility or greater assurance to such matters.
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#

Saliency of the Foregoing to the “Real World”.

If there are readers who are not familiar with the history and practice of Interactive
Management, they may believe that the foregoing is not very salient to the “real world”. In
deference to that point of view, it can be said that during more than 15 years of application
of Interpretive Structural Modeling to the production of problematiques, there has never
been an instance where the group which produced a problematique could find more than
a very small number of amendments to be made. The norm is that no amendments are
made.
It is a property of ISM that for structures produced using it, including the problematique, the
logic is consistent. Consistency and accuracy are not necessarily the same. Accuracy has
to do with whether the contents of the relationship statements that go into the structural
formation are correct. Peirce gave the name “necessary inference” to the application of
transitivity to produce inference.
It is possible that all of the statements are wrong, but the logic will still be consistent,
because the accuracy of statements and the validity of the algebra of logic are two
completely different things.
The key point is that if humans make mistakes, they will make them no matter what
process is used. But if humans agree on the accuracy of statements, it seems that it would
be well to have those statements consistent with one another. Otherwise, why bother
reasoning at all?
A few critics will raise Emerson’s famous remark that “a foolish consistency is the
hobgoblin of small minds”. The fact is that anything foolish is foolish, by definition.
Emerson did not speak of consistency in general, but only of a “foolish consistency”.
The Remaining Problematiques
Problematiques for Problem-Solving Groups
Professor Benjamin Broome, during his employment in the Department of
Communications, George Mason University, developed through his advanced classes a
problematique (Type 1) for problem-solving groups. The version developed in COMM 531,
Spring 1997 Design Session, is shown in Figure 8. That was possible because his
structure incorporates the categories for the problems.
I have computed the Type 2 supplement to his work, and that is shown in Figure 9.
The Type 2 Problematique shows that Resource Constraints offer a major obstacle to
communication in problem-solving groups.
The Resource Constraints significantly
aggravate every remaining category except the Organizational Culture category. It would
be a good exercise for the reader to work through the rest of the interpretation and
diagnosis. The reader could also compare what is shown in Figure 9 to the proposal
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advanced in The WANDWAVER SOLUTION for reinventing the university. The
WANDWAVER Solution, advanced at this web site: http://www.gmu.edu/departments/tiasis, has the power to overcome all of the categories shown except for the Resource
Constraints.
Obstacles to Peace-Building in Cyprus. In Professor Broome’s work with Greek and
Turkish Cypriots, a problematique was developed by Conflict Resolution Trainers, to show
the major obstacles to peace-building in the long-lasting Cyprus conflict. While no Type
2 Problematique has been developed to accompany this one, it is possible because the
categories are shown in Fig. 10.
Industrial Development in Mexico. The Mexican state of Nuevo León is the leading
industrial state in Mexico. A problematique was developed to show problems affecting
future development in that state. The problematique appears in Fig. 11.
Gender Issues in Liberia. The long civil war in Liberia, among other things, made life very
difficult for Liberian women. Ms. Carol Jeffrey conducted a workshop with a group of
Liberian women and produced the Type 2 Problematique shown in Fig. 12. The women
who produced this journeyed to Beijing, China, for a world conference on the status of
women.
Disarmament and Demobilization in Liberia. Ms. Jeffrey conducted a workshop with
a group of warriors, under the auspices of the European Commission. The warriors
generated the Type 2 Problematique shown in Fig. 13. An extended story of this
remarkable workshop is available from J. N. Warfield. A plan was produced to disarm and
demobilize, by the very actors who were engaged in the civil war. The President of Liberia,
himself a former leader of the revolution, provided funds to help implement the plan.
Pump Manufacturing at the John Deere Company. The John Deere example
problematique was supplied by Mr. Steve Landenberger who was with the Company at
the time the problematique was developed, and was a leader in its development along with
Dr. Robert James Waller, then a consultant to the Company. (This was one of the first
problematiques ever developed. It helped to resolve a major manufacturing problem for the
Company.) It is shown in Fig. 14. In that drawing, certain problems are highlighted by
shading. That set of five problems formed the basis for the action plan to resolve the pump
manufacturing problem. The joint attack on the five problems resolved the complexity that
had been a major source of expense for the Company. Part of the issue here has to do
with assumptions like “there is just one cause and if we find it we can fix it”. In this situation
there were multiple contributing factors, and by sharing their respective points of view and
identifying a problem set; then developing the problematique, the engineers at John Deere
were able to resolve the complexity.
A Declining Church in England. Roy Smith of the Ford Motor Company shares the
Catholic faith. So when a group of priests, the Redemptorists, came to him and asked that
he help them study why the Church was declining, he proposed an Interactive
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Management workshop. This was accepted, and Roy carried it out as part of his good
citizen role for Ford. The problematique that arose from this work appears in Figure 15.
A heavy border shows the most influential problems. Note the presence of three cycles,
one of which contains 8 problems. A personal communication with Roy and the leader of
the Redemptorists indicated that they were very pleased with the product, while being quite
remorseful at what it showed: that a major source of difficulty was associated with some
inherent weaknesses in the representatives of the church (i.e., with themselves).
Help Desk Redesign. In the computer age, many organizations have provided an inhouse “help desk”. Roy Smith ran an in-house workshop to look at possible redesign of
the help desk. A first step in the Discovery area produced the Type 1 Problematique
shown in Figure 16. There is a very rare example of a problematique that does not contain
any cycles. Notice that Roy has analyzed this structure using the problem typing illustrated
earlier in this document with the Public Policy Problematique. You might also note that the
group apparently generated at least 100 problems, of which the 17 most important ones
that they identified appear on this structure.
Manual Transmission Gear Design. Preparatory to designing gears for a manual
transmission for autos using “Direct Engineering”, the problematique shown in Figure 17
was produced.
Meeting Cost and Schedule Objectives for a Type of Smart Munitions. Figure 18
shows a problematique produced by program managers in the U. S. Department of
Defense, to explore the critical factors in meeting cost and schedule objectives. This
workshop was carried out in the late 1980s. The success of this and other workshops
related to various types of smart munitions, convinced the Defense Systems Management
College that it was possible to redesign the U. S. Defense Acquisition System. The latter
was carried out under the leadership of Dr. Henry Alberts, culminated with the passage
by Congress of the “Acquisition Streamlining Act of 1994".
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VESTED INTEREST
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PARTICULAR
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! SHORTAGE OF
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—C
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---Cat. I
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Fig. D-8. Type 1 Problematique for Effective
Communication in Problem-Solving Groups, Courtesy
Professor Benjamin Broome and his Students, Spring
1997, Design Session.
The arrow should be read as “significantly
aggravates”.
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Capital letters refer to problem categories, as follows:
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—H

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
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H.
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Planning shortfalls
Resource constraints
Group composition inadequacies
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Climate concerns
Attitude problems
Process failures
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! Group

! Communication
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J.
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Figure 9. Problematique for Problem-Solving Groups (Type 2)
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(F)
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!
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(L)
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Social Norms
(I)

Lack of a
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Figure 12. Problematique for Gender Issues in Liberia. An arrow represents “significantly aggravates”.
Courtesy of Ms. Carol Jeffrey, The Jeffrey Group.
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and
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Deficiencies in Current Practice.
Current practice is to ignore the development and interpretation of the problematique in
problematic situations involving complexity. We can be sure that in most instances this
occurs because the practitioners are not aware that any better way is available.
What we see in practice is that, because the problematique is not developed and
interpreted, mangers, executives, administrators, and others who are responsible for
improving bad situations, will simply exercise their best judgment and move ahead, or do
nothing.
In either instance, the Spreadthink phenomenon virtually assures that whatever program
is advanced will be defective and will results in waste, lost time, and failure to resolve the
complexity.
Diminishing the ignorance associated with understanding what complexity means is,
therefore, a major goal to be attained. At times, it is reminiscent of Don Quixote, the Man
of La Mancha, who chose to “dream the impossible dream”, to “fight the unbeatable foe”,
and “to go where the brave dare not go”. Still the prize to be attained by greatly increasing
the awareness of what is possible makes it worth while “to follow that star, no matter how
hopeless, no matter how far, to fight for the right without pleasure or pause, to be willing
to go into hell for a heavenly cause.” This quest is not impossible. It is just timeconsuming, and will benefit by expanding the number of individuals who are willing to share
in the task.
Upgrading Current Practice
There is now abundant empirical evidence that current practice can be dramatically
upgraded. This evidence comes from several countries and from the experience of a
number of practitioners, working with a number of organizations.
Basically what is required is to implement the Work Program of Complexity. This can be
done by installing and activating the Interactive Management system, incorporating the
infrastructural components and training the staff that are necessary to carry out the Work
Program. A broad outline of what is required is contained in The Wandwaver Solution
located on the Internet at (http://www.gmu.edu/departments/t-iasis). While that document
is directed specifically at the university, it applies equally well to other organizations, who
could reorganize along the lines shown, and install the necessary infrastructure, while
developing an appropriate staff (or employing one of the business organizations that
provides client services) to enable the Work Program of Complexity to be carried out.
Much of the information that supports the problematique idea is contained in the Fenwick
Library at George Mason University Special Collections and Archives in digitized form,
access is much wider than in the years preceding 2007. This should enhance significantly
the application of these ideas to issues involving complexity.
John N. Warfield--January, 2009
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